Spontaneous Disappearance of Large Herniated Disk Fragments
Examples of spontaneous resolution of neurosurgical conditions are rare – with the exception
of intracranial hemorrhages that resorb over time and distal bacterial aneurysms that may heal
without surgery, most anatomical and functional problems that come to attention of
neurosurgeons remain stable or worsen during follow up. Gradual worsening is pretty much
expected whenever one talks about neoplasms, degenerative conditions, chronic infections or
vascular stenosis, particularly if they are not aggressively treated. Similarly, even with
appropriate medical management, symptomatic spondylosis deteriorates over time and
frequently requires surgical intervention when symptoms become refractory to conventional
treatment or disabling.
The indications for surgical discectomy are very straightforward, and whenever such patient
presents with motor deficits, autonomic symptoms, severe pain that persisted for more than 3
months and has not improved (or improved only temporarily) with percutaneous interventions
and systemic medications, and convincing radiographic evidence of disk herniation concordant
with the patient’s symptoms in terms of level and side of radiculopathy or myelopathy, the
surgery in suggested / recommended.
There are, however, instances when, for whatever reason, the patients refuse to have surgery
and continue their non‐surgical management. Some of them improve, and this improvement
may translate complete resolution of initial symptoms, most often radicular pain that was
produced by mechanical compression of the nerve root by the herniated disk or its sequestered
fragment. The article by Orief et al (5) on spontaneous disappearance of herniated disks
documents such phenomenon in 6 patients, one of whom had this occur at the cervical level
and the other five – at lower lumbar. Interestingly enough, although radiographic improvement
was recorded at 4 to 9 months after initial diagnosis, symptomatic improvement occurred
between 3 and 6 weeks making one speculate that clinical resolution of radiculopathy may
precede radiographic regression – or that similar radiographic would have been documented
earlier if these patients would have undergone follow up imaging sooner.
The authors’ explanations on possible mechanisms for disk resorption are not new. As the
matter of fact, we described all this in a very similar format in our paper that appeared in the
predecessor of this journal exactly 10 years ago (7). However, the fact that this set of
explanations did not change over a decade since our case report was published confirms the
lack of in‐depth research that would come up with conclusive explanation for this important
phenomenon. It is indeed disappointing as one would always prefer to know in advance which
herniated disks have to be removed and which may be left alone as they will be improving
without intervention.

There are many recent publications on herniated disk regression that came out within the last 5
years (1‐4, 6, 8) – they vary from single interesting case reports (2, 8) to large series (as many as
37 documented cases) (4) – and this abundance of published literature does indeed underscore
importance of the authors’ observation and their suggestion to avoid rushing surgical
intervention, particularly when the patient presents with well‐documented disk fragment
sequestration.
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